Welcome to SAOR
The Member Hub Journey

Welcome Aboard
We are delighted to have you in the SAOR Group and are excited for the value that you can
get from our below documents, training series and more. Sit back, grab a coffee and get
learning.
The SAOR Member Hub has been created to help share and scale education and support in line
with your one on one support which you will already receive in a direct coaching capacity if
you are a client.
We encourage you to check in every month for new and updated items which will be moved to the top of
the relevant section and will be noted in the ‘Latest News’
Where should you now go first is the question? Please see below the outline of what’s what and how to
best use this Member Hub for success. Now go on, enjoy and keep up to date with the new ‘Hub’ items.

What’s in the Member Hub:
Resource & Templates

Video Training Series

Partners & Discounts

Training Courses

Overview: In here you
will find all the
downloadable
resources you need.
From templates that
you can edit yourself to
training guides in PDF
format that you can
learn from or use to
train your team. You
will see various
functions in here from
Business Toolkit to
training guides and
more.

Overview: Our video
series helps you add
context to some of
the physical
resources
downloaded. It adds
character and
personality to some of
the training. For visual
learners and those
that really want that
extra info head here.
Want more training
and education this
section is for you.

Overview: We have
preferred partners that
with work with people all
over the world. Some will
be in your region, some
will be digital and may
have some access to
your region. We have
secured SAOR Only
deals with these
providers and we
encourage you to use
these vendors as they
are best in class and
ready to support you!

Overview: This is the full
procedural training
course. Here you can
dive into an in depth,
timely training course
built with questions,
quizzes and pass marks
for completion. Tackle
these once you are ready
and see if you can get
100% in your training
course. Not only will you
learn but you will also be
able to refresh on certain
areas.

Must see: Visit the
SAOR Shared Folder
which gives you direct
access to editable
documents. Please
ensure upon
downloading that you
make a copy of said
document pre editing.
Use our tools fast!

Must see: When it
comes to our video
training series, we
have built it out with
SMEs in mind. That
means that no matter
how ‘small’ your
business is (eg. solo)
you will get value.
Watch them all.

Must see: Depending on
the region you operate in
we have a deal for you.
But one deal that is
certainly global is that of
WPN wear fitness gear.
What a partnership these guys are listed on
the iconic and with
SAOR!

Must see: There is a
mountain of content in
this space that will take
you some time to get
through. Start from the
top down in this section
and complete course 1 - 8
in the order as it is set
out. You will really see
your business clearly..
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